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This thesis describes a subsystem developed to provide for the transfer of 
digital audio signals from a SUN SP ARCstation 10 workstation to a digital audio 
tape (OAT) and vice versa. The new system expands the audio 
recording/reproduction options available in the laboratory by integrating an analog 
tape deck and a digital tape deck with the SUN workstation. The desired 
connection enables working with a larger audio bandwidth to achieve better audio 
performance and resolution in comparison to the present workstation audio 
capabilities. Performance measurements of the audio signal·to-noise ratio have 
shown an improvement of about 45 dB in the audio reproduction capability and 
about 3S dB in the audio recording capability. Total harmonic distortion for the 
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This chapter presents information on human hearing and speech, high fidelity audio, 
a historical review of magnetic recording, and digital audio techniques. Motivation fOf this 
thesis is provided by discussing the benefits of enhanced audio accuracy 
A. SOUND PROCESSINGIRECORDING AND THFSIS GOAL 
The digital signal processing laboratory (DSP lab) at the Naval Postgraduate School, 
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering uses the SUN family of 
workstations based on the UNIX operating system. Many of the signals processed and 
ana1yzed are in the audio frequency range. The present system provides telephone line 
quality signal recording, storage and playback. That is.. the audio signal processed using 
the above equipment is bandlimited to 4 kHz and quantized to 8 bits, thus limiting the 
processing accuracy. Some of the processing algorithms developed in the DSP lab require 
analysis by listening, and some of the audio signals processed have bandwidth wider then 
4 kHz. The system developed in this thesis provides a way to record and process 16 bit 
digital audio with sampling rates up to 48 kHz so that the entire audible spectrum is 
covered. Using Digital Audio Tape (DA T) standards in conjunction with a professional 
quality DAT machine provides the highest possible audio quality. The sounds recorded 
on the DAT can be used also for demonstration and comparison when access to a 
workstation is not possible. 
B, HUMAN PERCEPTION, HEARING AND SPEEDI 
When evaluating an audio system one should keep in mind that the system's main 
intent is to interface with the human ear and mind. Most of the desired parameters of any 
audio system will be derived from this fact 
Hearing is the second most important source of information (after vision) to the 
human brain. The bandwidth of audio perception is narrower then that of vision but is still 
wide enough 10 deliver large quantities of information. Hearing enables us to 
communicate, without even seeing one another. It enables recognition of persons we are 
talking to and graspi ng mote information than is in the spoken words. We can often tell 
a person's intention by the intonation of his or her speech; the sound contains more 
information then if we had written down the words. 
The hearing process takes advantage of mechanical media movements Those 
movements, when they correspond to an intelligible message, convey audio information. 
The hearing process can be divided into several stages or levels. The first level is the 
human ear which transduces the audio waves into electrical signals that are later sent to 
the brain via the nerve system. Figure I illustrates the construction of the human par. The 
audio waves arriving at the ear are condensed through the ear canal to the eardrum. The 
waves are mechamcally transferred to the middle ear and from there to the inner ear. The 
inner ear then translates the acoustic wave into electrical pulses that are sent to the brain. 
The cochlea located. in the inner ear contains tiny hair-like receptors that resonate at 
different frequencies which overall comprise the entire audible spectrum. 
1. Human heariol characteristics 
The two most important parameters extracted from the audio information are 
the frequency and the amplitude of the sound, or the sound level. This is the information 
most needed to understand a vocal message. Although the human audible frequency 
spectrum is between 20 Hz and 20 kHz, sounds are not received uniformly in this range. 
The best human reception is in the 3 kHz to 4 kHz region. 
Human amplitude reception capability spans a wider range than human 
frequency reception capability. In the frequency domain we are dealing with a ratio of 
10l or 30 dB between the highest and lowest audible frequencies. In the amplitude domain 
the dynamic range (ratio between the heanng threshold and very high amplitudes that are 
still not harmful) is about lOll or 120 dB. The least audible sOWld pressure level is about 
0.0002 dynelcm~; this is considered to be the zero reference level or 0 dB SOWld Pressure 
Level (SPL). With this reference a quiet home has 35 dB SPL, the Niagara falls have 
about 96 dB SPL, and the threshold of feeling pain is considered to be 140 dB SPL. The 
pressure level is relative to the source power, and the power is relative to the square of 
voltages or currents. [Ref. I] 
Although frequency and amplitude as mentioned are the primary recognition 
parameters, if we want to add localization to the hearing process we need both of our 
ears. The human brain uses the time or phase difference between sounds to estimate the 
location of the sound source. Again, this recognition is not uniform across the entire 
audio spectrum, but is better at the higher frequencies. 
2. HUllUlDspeec:h 
Whenever human hearing is discussed the production of human voices are 
mentioned as well. The voice production capabilities (dynamic range and frequency 
bandwidth) of human beings are generally reduced as compared with human hearing. The 
spectrum of regular speech does not usually extend above 4 kHz while singing might 
reach 10 kHz (including hurnonics). Speech information is conveyed with VeIY good 
comprehension through 4 kHz bandwidth channels, such as telephone lines. 
Speech signals are comprised of voiced sounds (vowels) and unvoiced sounds 
(consonants). Voiced sounds are characterized by the pitch period; voiced sounds are 
produced by motion of air through the vocal cords, which can be simulated by a pulse 
generator. The pulses are shaped and given their specific spectral content by the mouth-
throat cavity. The unvoiced sounds are created by pressing air through the teeth, tongue 
and lips. Voice production levels (amplitudes) are also much more condensed in dynamic 
range than those of hearing. 
C. HI FI AUDIO SOURCES AND AUDIO USE 
Audio plays a great part in daily life. Audio and video systems are widespread these 
days and the two senses of hearing and vision are often connected. Audio use can be 
divided into some gross categories. namely 
l. Individual communication, 
2. Entertainment. 
3. Professional civil use, 
4. Military uses. 
The first two categories are self explanatory; the other two categories include listening to 
medical equipment that uses audio, and military systems that have audio output, for 
example EeM. EW, and Sonar systems. 
Many standards are associated with audio and audio transmission. As mentioned. 
earlier telephone lines have a 4 kHz bandwidth. Radio broadcasts in the AM band have 
5 kHz bandwidth, and FM radio broadcasts have 15 kHz bandwidth. The term Hi Fi itself 
is not a standard Using the term "Hi Fi" or High Fidelity for describing a feature of an 
audio system indicates that the system reproduces the audible spectrum very accurately 
and with very low distortions. The multimedia encyclopedia [Ref. 4) defines high fidelity 
as follows: 
The term high fidelity (frequently shortened to hi-fi) has been in common usage 
since the 1950s and refers to the electronic reproduction of sound that corresponds 
closely to an original source or recording .... The ideal is to minimize unintentional 
inaccuracy or distortion by using a long series of recording and reproducing 
processes. The equipment used must have a wide frequency response: that is. the 
range of frequencies over which the signal is reproduced with minimal distortion 
must cover at least the range audible to the human ear, 50 to 15,000 henz. The 
equipment is constantly improving: from the monophonic LPs of mid-century, to 
STEREOPHONIC RECORDING, to the highly sophisticated digital processes 
available in HiFi VCRs, compact disc players, and OAT (digital audio tape) cassette 
decks. 
In the above definition of High Fidelity the 50 Hz to 15 kHz bandwidth is stated, 
but good audio system specificatlons usually meet the complete 20 Hz to 20 Khz 
bandwidth. The larger the bandwidth of a signal (within the audio spectrum) the better 
it can be distinguished from a similar signal. For example, while communicating through 
a telephone at the 4 kHz bandwidth is sufficient for most purposes, when one wants to 
be cenain about a certain word said the other person may be asked to spell the word. 
When one wants to classify sounds other than the human voice, for example musical 
instruments or sounds produced by underwater sonar monitoring equipment, it is even 
more important to have large audio bandwidth with low noise and distortions. 
In consumer oriented audio systems the sound sources until recently have typically 
been analog devices such as (audio) cassette recorders., video cassette recorders (for video 
and audio signals), and LP records. For professional applications reel-to-reel magnetic 
tape has long been a standard because of its wide bandwidth, long play time, and multi 
channel capability. With the success of the Compact Disk (CD) and its sub-technologies 
(e.g., the Laser Video Disk) both consumer and professional segments are moving towards 
all-digital recording and reproduction methodology. This has led to the invention and 
subsequent success in the consumer market of the Digital Audio Tape (DAT). 
D. MAGNEIlC RECORDlNG HISTORY REVIEW AND PRINCIPLES 
The magnetic recorder was the second tool developed to store and reproduce audio 
signals. The first was the gramophone which developed into the modem phonograph 
record player. This latter technology is slowly vamshing with the introduction and 
development of the CD. However magnetic recording is simply moving from analog to 
digital 
J. Magnetic recording hisrorical review 
Magnetic recording techniques became very popular in recent decades, mainly 
because of the ease of recording and reproduction of magnetic signals. This IS true for 
audio signals as well as for digital data. 
The principles of the magnetic field and the theory behind it were originated 
in Maxwell's laws and Faraday's reasearch. The first use of magnetic fields for signal 
recordings was described by Oberlin Smith in 1888. This was followed by the first 
practical patent issued to a Danish inventor named Valdemar Poulsen in 1898. Poulsen's 
device, called the Telegraphone, used a steel wire for recording. [Ref. 3][Ref. 4J 
The sound quality of the first wire recorders was inferior to cylinder and disk 
records. A few experimental recorders started to use 1/2 inch wide steel tape Instead of 
the wire during the 1920s and 1930s but not with a lot of success due to the fact that the 
tape was very heavy and costly. In 1928 a German patent was issued for a light weight 
paper tape coated with iron powder. This tape provided superior qualities over the all-steel 
tape. AEG Telefunken developed the Magnetophone (an early version of the audio tape) 
while another German company, BASF, worked on the tape. The paper tape was replaced 
by a cellulose film and the Iron powder was replaced by iron oxide. The Magnetophone 
sound quality was not very high; it was most adequate for speedl but not for music 
The next improvment was the introduction of the "AC bias". This was first 
disovered in the US in 1927 but was not incorporated m the Magnetophone untill 1939 
This AC bias was the key to high fidelity magnetic recording. The ultrasonic bias 
overcomes tile nonlmearity III recording and reproduction of signals due to the hysteresis 
charactenstics of the magnetIc substance. In the US, Ampex Corporation was one of the 
leading companies in the magnetic recordering field. The Ampex machines started with 
a tape speed of 30 inches per second. This speed repeatedly halved with equalization 
circuit improvement to 15, 7-112, 3-314 and finally 1-7/8 inches per second. The last tape 
speed is a vaJid standard today for cassette tape recorders while professionaL studio units 
continue to use reeL-lo-reel systems at 7-112 or IS inches per second. Additionally 
development of smaller magnetic heads enabled an increase in the number of tracks 
recorded on the tape. Cassette tapes contain two tracks in each direction, while wide reel-
to-reel studio tapes can contain as many as 48 tracks. [Ref. 4] 
2. Modem tape fonnats 
In reel-to-reel tape technology the tape is spooled off a supply reel and 
rewound on a takeup reel after passing the record/playback heads. During the 50's and 
60's many attempts were made to enclose the supply and takeup reel into a single 
enclosure. Philips introduced the compact cassette in 1964, which since became an 
mternational standard and a very successfull one. The cassette invention led to the 
development of car audio tape players, "walkman" and portable "boom_boxes" all through 
the 1970's and 80's. By 1983 the compact cassette was the most successfull and popular 
medium for recording music. The compact cassette concept was then carried over to the 
micro-cassette, the VCR cassette, and finally to the OAT cassette.[Ref. 4] 
E. DIGITAL AUDIO 
When digital techniques were developed they were adopted for audio signals as well 
as for other fields. This led to a whole line of digital audio formats that differ in 
bandwidth (sample rates) and quantization. The telephone line standard remains at 4 kHz 
as it was developed before the digital audio era, and the quantization was set to 8 bit 
PCM. This standard is known to provide sufficiently good human voice quality and at 
the same time is economical. High Fidelity digital audio standards are much more 
elaborate than the telephone digital audio standard. The bandwidth is set at 20 Hz to 20 
kHz, which requires at least a 40 kHz sample rate (according to the Nyquist theorem); it 
provides for two channels (stereo); and in order to get good signal to noise ratio and 
dynamic range it has 16-bit quantization. The CD sampling frequency is set to 44.1 kHz 
while the standard sampling frequencies for OAT are 48 kHz in the nonnal mode and 32 
kHz in the long play mode. A rate of 44.1 kHz is also provided for direct digital 
compatability with CD. 
I. Quantization and signal quality 
To record and store an analog signal digita!iy an Analog to Digital Converter 
(ADC) is used. In the reverse process a Digital to Analog Converter (OAC) is used to 
regenerate the analog signal. The ADC converts the analog signal into discrete levels that 
are represented by a binary word 
The number of bits in the digital word dictates the number of discrete levels 
the continuous signal is divided into. The number of levels L is given by 
(1) 
where n is the number of bits in the sampled word. The value Q of a quantization step 
is given by 
Q = Vmu;.-VmIn 
L 
(2) 
where V mOl< and V mm here are assumed the largest and the smallest voltage level, 
respectively, to be convened. The least significant bit detennines the accuracy of the 
quantization and its value is equal to the quantization step Q. The quantization error is 
the difference between the actual value of the signal and the value that is represented by 
the binary word. For linear quantization, used in most 16·bit audio devices the 
quantization error is uniform through all the dynamic range and is given by 
(3) 
10 
The best signal to quantization error performance of an n-bit system would the,1 be 
(') 
where V UP is the peak-Io-peak value denoted earlier by: V,"",- V m" For a i6-bit system 
this becomes 2110r about 98 dB. The distribution of error assuming that the signal is 
totally uncorrelated with the sampling process can be thought to be uniform having the 
PDF shown in Figure 2. 
Quantization steps and quantization error PDF. 
Q - quantization step; n - number of bits 
Figure 2 Quantization steps and PDF of the quantzation error. [Ref. 1] 
II 
The estimated error energy is therefore 
The mean error voltage would then be 
Using a sine wave signal as reference we get 
and finally the signal to quantization error ratio would be 
2"-1!l... 







For example, use of 16 bits yields about 98 dB SNR., 12 bits yields 74 dB and 8 bits 
yields only 49_9 dB. Another important fact that should be noticed is that the result is 
12 
computed for full scale signals. For a signal smaller in amplitude than VRMS the SNR 
achieved would be worse. 
When a small number of bits is used in the ADC, audio systems frequently 
use a nonlinear encoding scheme to improve the signa! to quantization error performance. 
For example human speech is usually low in amplitude for the unvoiced sounds and much 
louder for the voiced ones. Common quantization schemes such as A-law or I!-law 
attempt to exploit these characteristics to improve the system signal-to-noise ratio 
performance. In these methods the quantization is finer near the zero amplitude level and 
larger for large amplitudes. A disadvantage that occurs is the fact that this is not a linear 
process. Thus if it is not perfectly compensated for in the DAC, it leads to undesired 
distortion that was not present in the original signal. 
2. Hannoni&: distor1ion due to quantization 
The Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) is a figure of merit that measures the 
energy of the harmonics created by nonlinearities in the system relative to the original 
signal energy. For a full scale signal the equations and results achieved in section E.l 
above are valid, but for smaller signals the calculation and the results are different. 
The full scale signal will be considered as the 0 dB reference level (having 




V&,8fIo'l" lOw", IQ 
(10) 
Where Q is the quantization step and I is number of steps. The power of the signal 
assuming a sinusoid is 
(11) 
The noise power as before is 
p . .. !£. 
- 12 
(12) 
THD (as a percentage) is then given by 
Q' 
THD% '" P,.,. xl00 = 12 xl00 '" ..2.. x1OO (13) 
P:dpill JlQ2 312 
8 
Finally THD as a fWlction of the input peak.to-peak voltage in dB is 





Some numerical values for a linear quantization scheme are given in Table I below, The 
THD values for 8-bit A-law or !-I-law are different due to the nonlinear quanfization 
scheme, The THD is higher in the high amplitude levels and lower in the low amplitude 
levels (this is later supported by the measurements descnbed in chapter IV). 
Table I TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION FOR VARIOUS VOLUME LEVELS 
AND QUANTIZATION WORD LENGTH. 
Volume level THD% 
[dB] 
8 - bits 12 - bits 16 - bits 
0.2 0.016 0.001 
-20 2.6 0.16 0.01 
-40 26 1.6 0.\ 
IS 
II. BACKGROUND ON DAT AND STANDARDS OF DIGITAL AUDIO 
The DAT or digital audio tape is the result of a mixture of several technologies. The 
evolution of digital audio, the development of better media for storage of digital data, 
development of better and more capable audio processing chips that can operate in real 
time at data rates desired for High Fidelity audio use, and finally the VCR technology 
were all very important to DAT development. The techniques of storing large quantities 
of digital audio that were first developed for the world wide consumer audio market were 
quickly adopted by the computer world because of their inherent inexpensive large scale 
storage capacity. For example a small DAT cassette is capable of storing ahout 1.38 
Gigabytes and a CD can store ahout 0.5 Gigabyte of digital data [Ref. 2] [Ref. 9J 
A. S-DAT AND R-DAT 
In order to store two channels of High Fidelity digital audio with 16 bit accuracy 
using a maximum sampling frequency of 48 kHz, the net rate of the recording is required 
to be 
Bit~ " 48xl03x2x16 '" 1.536xH)6 bits/s (16) 
The demand for large recording bandwidth is obvious when one considers the net 
bitstream. Even with the use of efficient modulation schemes having bit rates less then 
1 HzlBitisec. the required bandwidth is on the order of 1.MHz. The large bandwidth 
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required can be met by one of two techniques. The first. which is borrowed from the 
VCR technology is to increase the head-to-tape relative velocity in order to gain the 
desired bandwidth; the second is to divide the high rate data stream into streams of 
slower rates each of which feeds to an individual track of a multitrack recording head. 
The first technique is called R-DAT or Rotary scan head DAT; the second is called S-
DAT or Stationary scan head DAT. Both techniques have been standardized and are 
available on the High Fidelity audio consumer market. There are advantages and 
disadvantages to each technology. These technologies are described briefly below, 
1. S-DAT 
The Stationary head DAT is based on principles similar to those of Frequency 
Division Multiplexing (FDM), where many narrowband channels are delivered through 
a wideband channel by modulating them on subcarrier frequencies. In the S-DAT the 
wideband data rate is divided into discrete channels each having a proportional bandwidth. 
For example if we have a channel with a data rate of 1.536 x 1O<i bitsls (as computed 
above) and we have a 20 track S-DAT, each individual channel will support 1.536x lO~120 
"" 76.8 Kbitsls. This rate is manageable by a stationary head, and this rate is about the 
same as the bias frequency that is used in analog tape. Linearity is not kept because the 
data is binary and only saturation conditions are used. Figure 3 illustrates the S_DAT 
mechanism. An advantage of the S-DAT is the ability to record and play on a regular 
cassette tape; this was the motivation for developing the S-DAT technology. Another 
advantage has to do with the fact that since the head is not moving the mechanism and 
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control are slightly easier to manufacture. Among the disadvantages is the fact that S-
DAT is more vulnerable to crosstalk and noise. 
\·1 ..... ~fS.DAT 
.-~~ 
",,!em 
.Figure 3 S-DAT mechanism. {Ref. I] 
2. R-DAT 
The R·DAT uses VCR scanning head technology. The R-DAT is the more 
common type in the professional and high end consumer markets and is the technology 
used for this thesis. We will hereafter use the term DAT to refer to the R-DAT. The 
advantage of using the Tolroy head technology was not in its simplicity but rather in the 
fact that it was well understood and in wide use for VCR's. Thus there had been a Jot of 
savings in mechanical development. The OAT head has a diameter of 30 mm, and 
revolves at 2000 RPM. There are 2 or 4 heads in a OAT recorder. The 2-head DAT was 
the first to be used; the 4 head was developed later and permits better reading and error 
proofing of the digital data. 
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FiIUIe 4 R-DAT; the cassette and the head. [Ref. 2) 
Figure 4 shows the rotating head of the OAT, and the tape wrapped around 
it. The OAT's cassette is sealed and is 73 mm " 54 mm x 10.5 mm in size. Thus it is 
smaller then an 8 mm video camcorder cassette. 
Figure 5 shows the track pattern of the OAT, head and the tilt angle of the 
head in relation to the track. On each track, which is 13.591 j.lrn wide, there are some 
special areas. The subcode is on a part of the track which the OAT uses to record its own 
auxiliary data such as music 10, fast search codes, and various other information. The 
ATF or Automatic Track Finding area is used to synchronize the Phase Lock Loop (PLL) 
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Figure 5 Close look at the tracks and scan format of the R-DAT head. [Ref. I] 
control of the head servo in order to lock very precisely on the track. The main area of 
the tape is used for sound recording. Due to the fact that recording is not continuous in 
lime, storage and buffering for data compression and expansion is used 
Figure 6 gives some typical OAT specifications like sampling rates, data 
transfer rate, modulation scheme, error correction type, and record time. The modulation 
scheme used is called "8 to 10" since each byte is represented by 10 bits on the tape. This 
spreading reduces the DC recorded on the tape. For example if there is a long series of 
1 's in the audio sample this modulation scheme will break it into interlaced I's and D's 
and thus reduces the DC recorded on the tape. This technique does not have to be used 
in analog recording because the average of an analog signal recorded with the high 
frequency bias is zero. 
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Correction codes are use to ensure hiah quality and reliability of the signal 
reproduction. As stated earlier the data is recorded very densely on the tape, and the crude 
Bit Error Rate (BER) is rather high. This is overcome by using error correction coding 
however. 
B. DIGITAL AUDIO TRANSMISSION FORMATS 
The development of the digital recorder introduced the need to develop data transfer 
protocols that would maintain the digital advantage of immunity to noise. These protocols 
for example enable one to record directly from the optical output port of a CD player with 
the appropriate interface. To accomplish this and to enable a variety of additional data to 
be tnmsferred, the protocols developed contain auxiliary information, such as sample rate, 
whether preemphasis is used on the audio signal and the preemphasis characteristics, 
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copy prohibition codes, indexing of music for fast search, and even space for user defined 
data 
With the possibility of duplicating music with the highest possible quality the issue 
of copyright infringement arose. Actually, the issue arises also for analog recordings but 
there is little that can be done to prevent copying of music recorded in analog form 
However the manufacturers realized that with the all-digital recording scheme, they could 
actually inhibit copying of music digitally. Thus a copy inhibition feature was written into 
the (consumer) standard. 
Although several standards have been developed only two will be discussed in detail 
here. These are the SPDIF (Sony Philips Digital Interface Format) used for the domestic 
consumer machines and the AESJEBU format used in professional applications. AES 
stands for Audio Engineering Society, and EBU stands for European Broadcasting Union, 
the two organizations that created the professional DAT standard for audio studio and 
broadcasting station machines. Other audio protocols that will not be further discussed 
here include the SDIF-2 also developed by Sony, PD by Mitubishi, MAD! (an extension 
of AESIEBU) for multiple channels of audio, DBS for Direct Satellite Broadcast and 
CADA, a standard or Cable Digital Audio. In all of these systems the digital audio is 
sent serially over a net or from one machine to another. It should be noticed that the 
structure of the data sent that way is different from the structure of the data actually 
recorded on the tape. Every machine or interface that conforms to one of the standards 
mentioned above can manipulate the data in any desired fashion internally but has to 
adjust to the correct configuration on transmission or reception. All the error codes and 
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control mentioned above (such as the Reed-Solomon codes, data interleaving, ATF and 
Sub codes) are internal and in most cases this information is not available outride the 
DAT. Internal standards were set to make the recorded cassettes transportable between 
different manufacturers. 
C. AESIEBU AND SPDIF FORMATS 
In both the AESIEBU and SPDIF formats the audio samples are organized into 
blocks. Each audio sample consists of 32 bits taken together, called a subframe. Two 
audio samples, corresponding to left and right channels in the stereo case, comprises a 
frame. Then 192 frames are gathered into a block. The beginning of each block is 
marked by a unique preamble, and each channel has a separate preamble. The channels 
are denoted by A and B (rather then left and right): the block start preamble is denoted 
as Z; the preamble for channel A is denoted by X; and the preamble for channel B is 
denoted by Y. The first channel A subframe of a block starts with Z; the rest of the 
preambles are Y and X consecutively, until the 192nd frame; and then it repeats. Figure 
7 shows the structure of the block and preambles. The overall bit rate of transmission is 
between 2.048 Mbitlsec for the 32 kHz sample rate and 3.072 Mbitlsec for 48 kHz. The 
detailed structure of the preamble differs for the AESIEBU and SPDIF formats. The two 
standards also differ in their hardware physical interface and connector type. 
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The AESIEHU Block rormat 
FiE,ure 7 AESIEBU and SPQ(F block format. [Ref. 121 
1. Subrrame structure 
Each audio sample has 32 bits. The subframe structure is shown in Figure 8 
The first 4 bits, which comprise the preamble, are used for synchronization. (Since the 
'data is sent on a single line the communication is asynchronous.) The next 4 bits carries 
auxiliary audio and other data; a specific interpretation is not provided by the standard. 
The AESfEBU subframe 
32bils 
AUDIO DIGITAL SAMPLI<: 
SYNC: Tht ptumblt for the 
AUliliary data contain infnrmatinn about 
thtchanntlnumbtt. 




Figure 8 AESIEBU serial illlerface subframe format.[Ref. 121 
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The audio sample itself can be a maximum of 20 bits long although there are applications 
that use 24 bits for the audio sample. In this case the auxiliary bits are used as part of 
the audio word. As mentioned earlier CD and DAT use 16-bit audio samples, so the 
standards support these formats easily. 
The flags of the audio samples also convey important information. The most 
important is the C flag which delivers the channel information and is transmitted with 
every sample or subframe. The C flag is identical for the tv.ro subframes within the same 
frame. All the flags taken together in a block create the whole message which is 192 bits 
long and will be called the C-flag block. The 192 bits of the C-flag block conform to the 
standard in which they are delivered whether it is AESIEBU or SPDIF 
2. The AFS/EBU professional standard 
The AESIEBU codified as the ANSI 84.40-1985 is the professional standard 
for data exchange between professional audio devices. The AESIEBU provides for 
conveying two channels of periodically sampled and Wliformly quantized audio signals 
on a single twisted wire pair. The format was designed to support data transmission up 
to 100 meters in distance. 
The signal is a biphase self-clocking Manchester code, which saves the need. 
for a separate line for clocking. The twisted-pair cable is designed to improve the noise 
immunity of the data. The hardware characteristics conform to the IEEE RS-422A 
standard. The AES dictates use of transformers for better isolation with a required 
impedance of 90 to 120 ohms and a voltage level of3 to 10 volts peak-to-peak. The line 
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is actually a shielded twisted-pair cable with XLR type connector as used with other 
professional audio equipment; pin 1 is ground and pins 2 and 3 carry the signal 
The C flag block described earlier is organized into 24 S-bit bytes (192 bits 
total). The C flag block contains the information pertaining to the channeL The C flag 
block rate is about 250Hz. The most important bytes in the block are byte 0 and bytes 22 
and 23. Byte 0 contains the information shown in Table II below, 
Table n BYTE 0 OF THE AESIEBU STANDARD. [Ref. I] 
bit O' 0 - the data is in the consumer (SPDIF) format 
I - professional format of block 




I - Non audio mode (example: master synchronization device) 
o 0 0 - No emphasis indicated receiver default is enabled 
I 0 0 - No emphasis used receiver default disabled 
I I a - 50/15 ).lS emphasis ( CD format) 
I 1 I - CCITT Jl7 emphasis (6.5 dB at 800 Hz) 
o - Source frequency un locked 
I - Default and source frequency locked. 
00 - Sampling frequency not indicated 48 kHz is the default. 
o 1 - 48 kHz sampling frequency. 
I 0 - 44.1 kHz sampling frequency 
I 1 - 32 kHz sampling frequency. 
Byte 0 was very important for the development of the software in this thesis. Byte 22 
contains information on unreliable samples in the audio block while byte 23 contains the 
cltannel status data cyclic redundancy check character (CRCC) of the bytes 0 through 22 
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The associated generating polynomial for the CRCC is G(X) "" X· + X· + X' + X" + I, 
where X is a dummy variable in the Galua field; hence the binary divisor word is 
100011101. [Ref I]. The other bytes convey information such as cluumel mode and audio 
sample length (bytes 1,2), addressing information (bytes 6 to 13), sample index (bytes 6 
to 13), and the time of the day (bytes 18 to 21). Bytes 3 to 5 are reserved for future use 
3. De SPDIF cOll5umer fonnat 
The SPDIF consumer format is very similar to the AESIEBU professional 
fonnat. The 192 frames per block and two subframes in every frame is maintained as is 
the overall sub frame structure. The difference arises In th.e C block information and its 
structure. The C flag block is arranged in twelve 16-bit words (again a total of 192 bits) 
with interpretation as shown in Figure 9. The copy prohibition bit mennoned earlier is 
the second bit of the control field. Another field that is not specified for the AES/EBU 
professional standard is the clock accuracy field. The professional standard assumes the 
clock used is of high accuracy and its tolerance is small. Detailed discussion of the 
formats can be found in Reference 1 
The hardware connection is also different This format, being consumer 
oriented uses a less expensive interface. The line is a coaxial cable with an RCA type 











Channel sta~ left - channel stalUS righl. pending Slatua number 
Control hI! Z - copy pennI! 
Control bit 3 - pn!"empha!i$ 
58mpUns race bits in channel ",atus 
Data bits ~-Z7 to rate 
Clock accuracy in channel Statu. 
Blts2S-Z9tosoureeaccuracy 
FigUle 9 SPDlF C flag block format[Ref. 1J 
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m. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
This chapter describes the 16-bit digital recording/reproduction system, The 
description highlights the general system configuration, the hardware of the interface and 
the operating software. The major difficulty in developing the High Fidelity signal 
recording and reproduction system was the fact that high data rates are involved with the 
process and the fact that the process runs in the UNIX operating system environment 
which is not real time oriented. The desired High Fidelity recording/reproduction 
capability had to be incorporated with no change in the kernel of the operating system or 
to the general network architecture. This requirement along with the high rates of the 
digital audio dala stream (3 Mbits!sec) required use of a dedicated microprocessor board 
designated to handle the data transfer in real time. The special microprocessor board also 
acts as an interface between the different data protocols, namely, the one used by the 
DAT and the one used by the SUN workstation and UNIX environment 
A. GENERAL SYSTEM CONFIGURA nON 
The recording/reproduction system is comprised of a SUN SP ARC 10 workstation, 
an interface board based on the Texas Instruments (TI) TMS320-C30 microprocessor, a 
Sony DAT model PCM-2700A which confonns to the AESIEBU professional standard, 
on analog cassette tape recorder, a patch-cord board, a mixer/preamplifier, a power 
amplifier and a set of studio monitor type speakers. IN the main mode of operation digital 
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Figure 10 General block diagram of the system configuration. 
audio data transfer takes place between the OAT and the SUN workstation. The other 
parts of the system provide a high quality listening environment for critical evaluation of 
the sound. The analog tape recorder provides a capability to both record and capture 
sound on standard audio cassette for compatibility with external systems that do not have 
OAT capability. Figure 10 shows the system configuration and connections between the 
individual blocks comprising the system. The audio output from the SUN workstation 
speakerbox is also connected. This provides for playing the normal 8-bit sound files using 
MA TLAB or the SUN audio tools through the sound system. Reproduction of this audio 
output is enhanced via the preamplifier/mixer, power amplifier and speakers, however 
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1. System recording/reproduction options 
With this new system the options for receiving and storing sound signals have 
been considerably widened. In addition to the normal SUN workstation audio mode (8 
kHz sample rate with 8-bit quantization) the new system provides 32 kHz, 44.1 kHz, and 
48 kHz sample rates for two channels of audio, with 16-bit quantization at the 44.1 and 
48 kHz sample rates and 12-bit (non-linear quantization) at the 32 kHz sample rate. The 
options for capturing data and storing in digital form are as follows 
Digital audio data prerecorded on the DAT can be read into the SUN 
workstation and stored in a data file. 
Analog audio prerecorded on the analog tape can be digitized by the DAT 
and then transferred and stored as mentioned above. 
A microphone can be connected to the analog tape, amplified digitized by the 
DAT and stored at the SUN workstation. 
The SUN microphone using the normal audio mode of the station can also be 
used as before 
The options for High Fidelity reproduction and recording of digital data are 
16- or 32-bit digital audio files sent to the DAT can be converted to analog 
signals for monitoring and critical listening. 
Digital audio files from the workstation can be recorded directly on the DAT 
(no Df A conversion needed) 
Digital audio files can be converted to analog audio signals by the DAT and 
then recorded on the analog audio tape cassette 
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The analog connections of the system are illustrated in Figure II. There are 
two analog outputs from each of the tape recorders. Each of the output ports of each of 
the tape recorders feeds an input channel of the analog audio mixer/preamplifier and an 
analog input of the other tape recorder. This connection allows recording from one tape 
recorder to the other tape recorder without having the signal pass through the mixer. This 
direct recording capability saves additional distortion to the recorded signal that might be 
introduced in the analog mixer/preamplifier. 
Figun! t t Analog connections of the audio matrix. 
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D. TIlE INTERFACE HARDWARE 
The interface board is based on the 11 TMS320-C30 micro-processor and a daughter 
module which serves as the AESIEBU and SPOIF transceiver. The TMS320-C30 board 
conforms to the S-Bus architecture of the SUN workstation. Figure 12 shows a block 
diagram of the interface board. The interface board and the daughter module are described 
separately below 
FigUle 12 The LSI interface board block diagram. [Ref. 10] 
I. Interface boaI'd 
The main component on the board is the 11 TMSnO-C30 microprocessor. The 
board has 32-bit data bus internally. The daughter module (OM), which interfaces the 
board to the AESIEBU or SPDIF data stream, is shown enclosed in a dashed line in 
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Figure 12. The main data and address buses on the board are buffered from the host bus 
thus enahlmg different processes on the host and on the board to occur simultaneously 
Transferring data in real time between the host and the board is done through the Dual 
Port Random Access Memory (DPRAM) AU the other devices, memory, and the 1MS 
registers are accessible by the host, but the TMS320·C30 must be halted to avoid bus 
conflicts. The ill PROM on the board contains the access codes. These codes are read by 
the host at system boot up, and the board is assigned a device number and a virtual 
address. Access to a peripheral device is done using the Memory Mapping method, i.e., 
each device has an address in the memory space of the TMS320·C30. Selectmg a device 
is done by placing its address on the address bus. This address is then decoded and an 
ENABLE signal is sent to the device along with a read or a write signaL The memory 
map of the board with 64k SRAM is shown in Figure 13. The DPRAM is mapped 
between 400000 Hexadecimal (H) and 4007FF H in the address space. The DPRAM 
address is calculated absolutely in the programs for the TMS and calculated relatively 
in the programs for the host process. 
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Memory Type I Size (wordsl 
BankO (Ul) I 64K 
Bank 1 (U2) I 64K 
Bank 0 and Bank '1 
Reflections I 
Dual. Port RAM I 
Dual·Port RAM I 
ReUeelions 





On-Chlp Peri. I 
pherals 
RAM Block 0 I 
RAM Block 1 I 
Bank 0 an~ Bank 11 
Reneellons I 









I Address ihex) 





















Fi ure 13 The Interface Memol)' Map (for 64K X 32 SRAM). [Ref. 101 
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The Application ModulE Link Interface Adaptor (AMELIA) is the daughter 
module (DM) concept used by Lougnborougn Sound Images Ltd. (LSI). It is an lrner bus 
that connects the main board to different plug-in modules and is mapped into the memory 
space of the main board. The DM used in the system is a module whose I/O conforms 
to the AESIEBU and SPDIF DAT standards. The address space of the AMELIA is 
between 804000 H and 805FFF H although the system in its present configuration uses 
only a small portion of this. The detailed address map of the AMELIA as reflected in the 
board Memory Map is given in Table III. The rest of the AMELIA address space is also 
not in use. Table III is specific for the AESIEBU DM and could be slightly different for 
Table m AMELIA REGISTER MAP. 
Location (hex) Read access Write access 
804002 channel A input data channel A output data 
804005 'NO Timer 1 
804006 channel B input data channel B output data 
804008 NO User Control 
80400A AMELIA status AMELIA control 
804[OB Interrupt status Interrupt Mask 
80400F NO Configuration 
"'NU denotes Not Used. 
other types of daughter modules. The data bus hardware configuration ofthe board is such 
that all AMELIA registers are connected to the higher 16 bits (out of 32 bits) of the bus; 
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the lower 16 bits can be ignored. This fact needs to be considered in the programs wrilten 
for the board, and the data in and out from the AMELIA should be shifted 16 bits left 
when writing and 16 bits right when reading. Figure 14 presents the data bus connection 
between the main interface board and tfle DM 
Main board and daughter module data bus connection 
Main board 




MSB bit 15 
LSB bit 0 
daughter module 
16~bit data bus 
and registers 
~ the lower 16 bits are set to '0' 
V 
Figure 14 Matn board data bus connection to the DM bus. 
2. AESIli:BU Daughter Module 
The AESIEBU D24AES daughter module provides a digital audio interface 
to any equipment that conforms to the AES3 professional balanced data format and to 
the consumer CEI IEC 958 standard unbalanced data format, also known as SPDIF. A 
functional block diagram of the module is illustrated in Figure 15; both receive and 
transmit modes of operation are depicted. The main component of the DM is a digital 
audio transceiver. This transceiver conforms to the digital audio standard and is the device 
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audio transceiver. This transceiver conforms to the digital audio standard and is the device 
that is connected to the digital line in and digital line out of the DAT. The data that 
arrives from the DAT is locked on to and decoded by the transceiver. The output of the 
transceiver is a parallel 16 bit word originating from the incoming serial digital audio 
transmission. The reverse procedure takes place when a digital audio sample is 
transmitted; the sample is sent as a parallel word to the transceiver which is then 
translated and sent out serially 
The D24AES DM has two main modes of operation, the 16-bit mode and the 
32·bit mode. These modes of operation are programmed via the Control Register. In the 
F1gure 1!Ii AESIEBU Daughter Module block diagram. (Ref. 12] 
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16-bit receive mode each audio sample IS filtered by the transceiver, all framing is 
stripped off, and only the 16 most significant bits are transferred to the user. In 16-bit 
transmit mode, i.e., when the data. flow is from the board to the DAT, only the 16-bit 
audio sample should be sent to the transceiver; all necessary framing is added by the 
transceiver in this mode of transmission. The 16-bit mode is the simpler of the two 
modes of operation. The advantage of the 16-bit mode is its simplicity and that it requires 
only 16 bits of storage per data sample. The disadvantage of this mode is tltat the 
transceiver adds default framing to the audio sample. This default framing allows data 
transfer to the DAT used in the system only at the 48 kHz sample rate, which mayor 
may not be desired. The more general mode is the 32-bit mode. In this mode the program 
receives complete information for the audio sample including the flags and up to 24 bits 
of audio sample data. Due to the hardware configuration and the different data bus width 
of the board and the DM (Figure 15), two read cycles need to be executed in order to 
fetch the entire digital data word, and when transmitting data two write cycles are 
required to write the entire digital word into the transceiver. The program on-board the 
TMS320 has to properly set the C flag. (The C flag is the most important flag for proper 
system operation and is described in Chapter II). Appendix B provides additional 
mformation about the register structure and bit content of the AESIEBU daughter module. 
C. TIlE SYSTEM SOFIW ARE 
The operating system (host) software and the software for the digital interface were 
written in the C language as part of this thesis. The host software is divided into two 
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main programs, one for storing a digital audio segment prerecorded on DAT to the 
system's disk, called "run_save," and another for playback/record (to DAT) an au-iio file 
stored on the system's disk called ~run...,play." These programs will be referred to as 
"main programs" or "main processes." Each of the main programs has a subprogram 
associated with it, which are designed to nUl on the interface board. The subprogram of 
"run_save" is called "sp2ae_save" while the sub~program of "run...vlay" is called 
"sp2ae...,Play." In the SUN UNIX file system the source codes for the above programs 
have the ".c" suffix, the main executable programs file have no suffix, and the 
subprogram object files have the ".out" suffix. Figure 16 i!iustrates the general software 
block diagram, relationship between the main program and the subprogram, and the data 
flow. Note that the main programs control the subprograms. The control of the 
subprograms is done by first downloading the subprograms to the interface board at a 
certain point in the execution of the main programs and then controlling the start and the 
end of the execution of the subprograms. 
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main C program subprogram 
digital~UdiO . " serial digital 
file run_save splat_save ~
saved audio input 
on the disk 
UNIX user 
interface 
main C prognm 
Figure 16 The software main block diagram 
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subprogram 
The aim of the subprograms is to control the data transfer between the Input/Output 
(I/O) port of the OAT and the SUN workstation in rea/lime, The data transfer between 
the serial OAT UO port and Ihe SUN workstation is done in a few stages using the 
"Double Buffering" technique described in delail later in Ihis chapter. Figure 17 illustrates 
the data transfer process between the system disk and the digital audio VO port. A 
gradual data transfer is needed to synchronize the real time fixed rate data stream of the 
OAT 10 the non-realtime UNIX operating system. The main program builds an array for 
the entire audio segment in the RAM of the SUN workstation When storing an audio 
segment from the OAT, the entire array is filled and then sent to the disk, In outputing 
to the OAT the array is read from a file completely and then sent to the interface and 
entire audio Hgnlent H 'oobl. b.ff" (5 -[ ... _D_'·_"_b_'OCD_"'_'_ .. _~_r._, --5- D 3£ 
system's 
dilk 
work-station TMS 320 board daugbter modnle 
figure 17 Data flow stages between the DAT UO port and the system disk. 
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from there to the DAT. The data is transferred between the interface and the array in 
blocks of 960 32-bit words. The audio array although dynamically a!iocaled is designed 
to contain an integer number of such blocks; thus the recording/playback time resolution 
is 20 msec at the 16-bit mode and 10 msec at the 32-bit mode assuming a 48 kHz sample 
rate 
The main C programs use some library functions from a library provided with the 
interface hardware. These C library and header files are caned "sdsp30Iih_st.c" and 
"sdsp30lih.h" respectively. The functions used in developing the main programs asSiSt 
with data transfer and control of the board. The subprograms "sp2ae_save" and 
"sp2ae"'play" were also written in C and debugged using the lMS320 assembler language. 
The II TMS 320 software development kit was used to compile and link the written C 
source code of the subprograms. A debug software monitor "smon30" from LSI was used 
to examine the real time processes. 
1. Main program ''nw_save'' 
The program "run_save" retrieves an audio segment from the DAT and stores 
it on the system's disk. Figure 18 Illustrates the flow of the program. The first hardware 
check is meant to insure that no other process is using the interface, in which case an 
error might occur. The data structure for storing the entire audio segment is allocated 
dynamically. The data structure is explained later in the chapter in detail. Dynamic 
allocation is used to respond to the need for varying record time specified by the user at 
run time. The whole audio segment is recorded in the audio array and is then sent to the 
disk. Disk access is very slow compared to the other processes, thus it is done after 
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storing the entire audio segment in the data array. When the available memory is not 
sufficient to contain the desired data segment the user is informed about the n-'BXlmum 
Figure 18 Flow chart for the program "run_save." 
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length segment that can be stored in the accessible memol)'. The user provides the name 
of the file in which the audio segment is stored, which should have suffix ".dau." If no 
suffix is specified ",dau" is appended automatically 
2. .Main pmgrnm ''nm-t>lay'' 
The program "run-"p1ay" is the main C program for playing andlor recording 
(on OAT) an audio file which was previously stored on the disk. The functional flow of 
the program is illustrated in Figure 19. The structure of the program is vel)' similar to 
"run_save" with some changes. The length of the audio array in this case is determined 
by the length of the audio file. The data from the file is read entirely into the data array; 
then the data from the array is sent in blocks to the real time process which is running 
on the interface board. The "run-"p1ay" program contains another related feature which is 
not shown in Figure 19. This feature is meant to check the hardware of the interface. A 
second OAT, using the SPDIF port, can be connected to the interface, and digital audio 
can be transferred from one OAT to the other through the interface. This is mainly a 
debug feature; when working properly there is no distortion of the sound recorded on 
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'igure 19 Flow chart for the program "runylay" 
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3. Data stJucture and double buffering method 
The data structure dynamically created during run time is comprised of a 
connected list. Each element of the list is a C structure consisting of an array which 
contains 1920 J2·bit words (10 AESIEBU blocks or two real time buffers sent or 
received from the sub.program), a flag word that denotes if the local array was filled, and 
a pointer to the next structure. Figure 20 illustrates the structure and the list connection. 
The pointer of the last structures points to 'NULL'. [Ref. 5] 
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Figure 20 Data base connected list and the unit structure 
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hl:T.H" of Ii. structure. 
"NULL" 
A double buffering technique is used to fill this structure because there is a 
need to coordinate the two processes with two different rates of data transfer. On~ is the 
rate between the interface and the DAT tape which is fixed and known; the other is the 
rate at which the data is finally stored on th.e system's disk, which. is Wlknown and 
random due to the scheduling provided by tlte UNIX operating system and otlter processes 
that can occur simultaneously. The real time data transfer rate can be thought of as the 
customer. and the UNIX data transfer rate can be thought of as the server. The basic 
assumption that enables the whole process of data transfer to succeed is that the mean rate 
of servicing is faster than the rate of data entering the system. To fill gap times in 
service availability, buffers are used to store the data Witil the server is available. Then 
the server can process and fetch the whole buffer very rapidly. Double buffering is used 
when simultaneous access to a single buffer can lead to conflict errors. With the use of 
two buffers, when one buffer is filled by the fixed time process the other buffer can be 
read by the random time process. After the completion of servicing the buffers are 
switched, and the second buffer is filled by the fixed rate process. and the first is serviced 
by the server. This avoids any conflict. Figure 21 illustrates the double buffering data 
transfer and control used in the program. The flags and the buffer switching is done by 
the fixed time processes. The status is constantly read by the host, and when a buffer is 
ready its contents are transferred via the UNIX system to the storing program, or 
rewritten in the case of playback program 
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Double buffering data transfer 
/ ready A ~ buffer A data The TMS process main / array sets the READY flag host when a buffer is filled process 
or totally read out, 
reads th 
- --
the other buffer's nag 
ready read B is set to NOT READY. 
flags , buffer / Bdata 
array 
. Figure 21 Double buffering method block diagram. 
4. Audio file structure 
The structure of the disk file in which the audio data is stored is related to the 
bit mode of operation (16.bit mode or 32·bit mode). In the 16·bit mode each audio 
sample is represented by 16 bits, and only the audio sample itself is stored as a 2's 
complement (signed) integer. The data samples are interleaved, i.e., the first sample is 
from channel A, and the second sample is from channel B. This repeats until the end of 
the file. In the J2-bit mode the audio and framing data are both stored. The first 16 bils 
is audio from channel A. This is followed by the audio from channel B, then 16 bits of 
framing for channel A, followed by 16 bits of framing for channel R This repeats until 
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the end of the file. The data file format is summarized in the Table IV below. At the 
sampling rates used by the OAT, the audio files can be quite long. For example, a 10 
second audio segment recorded at the 48 kHz sample rate would produce 480000 32-blt 
words in the 16-bit mode and 960000 32 bit words in the 32-bit mode. Even the 16-bit 
mode data file leads to a size on the order of a megabyte of data. 
Table IV THE AUDIO FILE STRUCTURE. 
The audio file structure in the 16-and 32-bit modes 
16 - Bit mode 32 - Bit mode 
audio sample channel A 16 bits audio sample channel A 16 bits 
audio sample channel B 16 bits audio sample channel B 16 bits 
framing data channel A 16 bits 
framing data channel B 16 bits 
. 
audio sample channel B 16 bits framing data channel B 16 bits 
5. Subprognun ''splae_save'' 
The real time sub-program "sp2ae_save" transfers data from the OAT to the 
host process "run_save" via the double buffering scheme. The program flow chart is 
shown in Figure 22. The modes of operation are set prior to program execution by the 
host process in speclfic designated addresses. The sub-program reads those preset modes 
and sets the hardware configuration accordingly. A delay loop of about II2 second was 
added to ensure stabilization of the Phase Lock Loop (PLL) in the receive mode. This 
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time was established after a few preliminary trials. The data transfer can start immediately 
after this loop. The process is signaled to start the recording by a flag sent from the host 
when the user hits the ENTER key. A header feature was added to synchronize the start 
of a desired data segment within I sample. The need for header and its implementation 
are described in the next subsection. The data 10 the host is sent through the DPRAM 
using the double buffering method described earlier 
I w.;'r"rt'I.LI"Ck.ndtlel~Y' I tool,finiHbhle"slIn 
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Figure 22 Flow chart for program "sp2ae_save" 
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6. Subprognun ''splae_play'' and header inclusion 
The "sp2ae...,play" process IS the subprogram for "run...,Play". This r.rogram 
transfers data from the host process to the DAT output port for playback or recording on 
a tape. The flow diagram is shown in Figure 23. This program creates the header that is 
meant to he the synchronization signal when retrieving the tile again. The program also 
I:,·"m.,,,.,.,,, .. ,,.. I nl reJ:i~l~n lind hllrdwnre 
lIu",,,ingly 
I:"",,,,,·,,,,, .. m,,,,,,. I 
l"prrRtI .... 
~m."h'"d .... ",,,,m""''"''''''''m'"' .. 1 
~nlhU'hRn4IJkll"'(irdesi .... d) I 
I",.""","·" .. ,,·m I ,hrh""prncl'lI,lnllAT IInlillrrminnted hylond 
Figure 23 Flow chart for program sp2ae...,Play." 
creates default framing which is necessary to enable playback, using the 32-bit mode, of 
a file stored previously in 16·bit mode in sampling rates other than the 48 kHz sample 
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rate which is the default rate for the specific DAT used in the system. A serial message 
of zeros is sent to the DAT prior to the actual data transfer to let the DAT synchronize 
on the proper mode of operation and to allow the internal PLL circuity to become stable. 
The header feature was added to help the user precisely locate the start of 
recording of an audio segment. It is very difficult to start the tape playback precisely 
using the controls on the DAT. The precision might be on the order of half a second 
which will introduce about 24000 additional samples. Thus without some kind of 
additional help it is practically impossible to locate the exact beginning of the desired 
audio segment. The header is a unique pattern recorded on each of the two channels; each 
channel has a different unique word, and both words need to appear simultaneously to 
declare the start of a header block. The header structure is illustrated in Table V and 
consists of a block of unique words (192 words) recorded on each channel followed by 
a block of zero words. The probability of a false header start declaration is 2-n. (In trials 
Table V HEADER MESSEGE FORMAT. 
192 header unique word Following audio segment 
using the header with different types of audio segments a false header was never 
declared.) The unique header word for channel A is eeeeH and for channel B llllH. The 
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absolute values are the same, but the sign is opposite. Figure 24 illustrates the header 
recorded on each of the channels when the audio data is later retrieved into MATLAB 
and plotted. Note that the header option operation is suitable for retrieving data from a 
DAT but not from the analog tape recorder. 
~5 
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Figure 24 The header signal as recorded on the start of an audio segment 
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D. REIRIEVING AUDIO FILES INTO MATLAB 
The audio files used by the "run---.ptay" and "run_save" programs can easily be read 
into MATLAB. Two MATLAB functions were written, "retrieve_dat.m" which reads a 
"*.dau" file in the MATLAB workspace, and "store_dat.m" which stores a vector of 
sound data into a ,,* .dau" file that can tater be sent to the DAT for playback. When a file 
is brought into MATLAB it is in matrix form. If the file was recorded in the l6-bit mode 
then the matrix has two rows (one for each channel) and a number of columns equal to 
the time in seconds multiplied by the sample rate. If the file was recorded in the 32-bit 
mode the matrix has four rows. The first and second rows are the audio data for channels 
A and B respectively while the third and the fourth rows are the corresponding framing 
data. Figure 25 illustrates the matrix rows as plotted in MATLAB 
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Figure 25 An audio segment captured using the 32-bit mode. 
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IV. PERFORMANCE TESTS 
This chapter describes the measurements made to test the performance of the digital 
audio system. The measurements focused on two major subjects: purity of audio 
reproduction and purity of audio recording. The header synchronization capability of the 
system was also tested for proper operation. The measurements were made in the audio 
band between 20 Hz and 4 kHz. This bandwidth was chosen in order to compare the 
results to the present audio capability of the SUN workstation, which provides g·bit 
digital audio only in this band, and which serves as the reference. 
A. AUDIO REPRODUcnON PURITY PERFORMANCE 
The audio reproduction performances were tested to measure the following 
parameters: 
Signal to noise ratio. 
Total Harmonic Distortion. 
Reproduction linearity (Intermodulation products). 
The equipment used to measure these parameters included an HP 3582A audio frequency 
spectrum analyzer and an lIP 334A audio frequency distortion analyzer. The measurement 
procedure was as follows. Discrete frequency sinusoidal signals were synthesized in 
MATLAB. The signals were then sent for audio reproduction to the preamplifier. The 
input signal to the preamplifier was tne signal measured in order to avoid any distortion 
or interference that night be added by the preamplifier. The signals to the preamplifier 
were sent through the interface output to tile DAT, which provided AID conversion, and 
from the analog balanced output of the OAT to the preamplifier (Chapter III, Figure 10) 
The reference measurement was made by sending the same signals from the SUN 
workstation through the speakerbox to the preamplifier input where the reproduced analog 
signals were again measured. The frequencies of the sinusoidal signals synthesized were 
I kHz and 1.5 kHz while the sampling rates were 8 kHz for the SUN workstation and 
speakerbox. and 48 kHz using the OAT. To provide some of the results shown here the 
monitor of the spectrum analyzer was photographed. Table VI summarizes the results. 
Table VI AUDIO REPRODUCTION PERFORMANCE :MEASUREMENTS 
Measured parameter 
Signal to noise nUio 
TIID "%1 
Audio reproduction 
using the SUN 
speakerbox output. 
B-bit ",.law, 
8 kHz sample rate 
50.6 dB 
1.2% 
Signal to 42 dB for the highest 




using the DAT output. 
16·bit linear, 
48 kHz sample rate 
94.9 dB 
less then 0.1 % 
(the limit of the meter) 
more then 66.8 dB. 
(Measurement was 
limited by the dynamic 
range of the spectrum 
analyzer.) 
The following figures provide photographs of the spectrum analyzer monitor for the 
various nH:asurements Figure 26 shows the spectrum of the I kHz sinu~oidal signal seen 
with the noise as measured at the output of the speakerbox . The marker is on the signal 
fi gure 27 is the same as figure 26 with the marker located on a high peak of the noise 
The difference between The marker values in Figure 26 and Figure 27 ( - 15.8 dB - ( -66.4 
dB » is the signal-to-noise ratio i.e., signal peak power to noise peak power ( 50,6 dB) 
Note the center frequency of the signal reproduced by the speakerbox is 980 Hz and not 
I kHz because the sample freq uency used in MATLAB to synthesize th e signal was 8192 
Hz and the speakerbox sample frequency is 8 kHz exactly. This is of no consequence in 
the measurements however 
Figure 26 Output signal from the SUN speakerbox; the marker is on 
the signal 
" 
Figure 27 Output signal from the SUN speakerbox; the marker is set on 
a noise peak 
Figure 28 Spectrum of 1he I kHz sinusoidal Output signal fro m the 
DAT. 
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Figure 28 shows the spectrum of the I kHz sinusoidal signal as reproduced by the DAT 
The noise i~ not seen in Figure 28 due to the high signal-to-noise ratiu and the dynamic 
range of the spectrum analyzer which is 80 dB . Figure 29 shows the noise on ly . in order 
to measure the noise a zero level signal was sent to the output of the DAr. This enabled 
us to reduce the measurement level of the spectrum analyzer, so the noise could then be 
measured 
Figure 29 Noise only output from the DAT with zero output signal 
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Figures 30 and 31 show the intermodulation products !,;reated when two sinusoidal 
signal were synthesized and sent to the audio ports. The frequencies used were 
approximately I kHz and 1.5 kHz. The first order difference s ignal is approximately 500 
Hz. Several signifi cant intermodulation product terms can be noticed in the measurement 
of the SUN workstation audio reproduction (Figure 30). For the OAT the level of any 
intermodulation product ternts were beyond the minimum di splay limit of the spectrum 
analyzer. The measurement level could not be reduced due to the requirement that both 
of the signals should be present to make the measurement 
Figure 30 Output signal from the SUN speakerbox; the marker is on the 
first order difference interlllodulation product 
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Fl2ure 31 Spectrum of the output ~ib'Ilal from the DAT. (The 
intermodulation products are under the measurement floor of the spectrum 
analyzer.) 
B. AUDIO RECORDING PERFORMANCE 
The second important qual ity required from the system is the accuracy of recording 
an external signal. The parameters measured are 
Signal to noise ratio 
Recording linearity 
The measurement procedure was as follows_ A signal generator was connected to 
the input as a source providing a 1kHz sinusoidal signal. The signal was recorded into 
a file on (he workstation disk_ The spectrum of the signal was measured by the HP 
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spectrum analyzer to serve as a reference, and the monitor of the spectrum analyzer was 
photographed. The signal was then retrieved from the file into MAlLAB. In MAlLAB 
an FFT was perfonned, and the result of the FFT was compared to the input signal 
spectrum. The recording linearity of the system was measured by a similar procedure, 
but this time a combination of two signal generators having two discrete frequencies were 
used as the source. 
The SUN workstation audio input is a microphone level input, so the source signals 
were injected to the preamplifier directly from the signal generators, the signal was 
amplified and send to the speakers, the microphone was put near one speaker, and the 
signal was recorded. The measurements are summarized in Table VTI. 
Table VII AUDIO RECORDING PERFORMANCE :MEASURE:MENTS 
SUN audio tool DAT input recording 
recording 16~bit linear 
8-bit !i-law 48 kHz sample rate 
Measured parameter 8 kHz sample rate 
Signailo noise ratio. 50 dB direct input greater than 85 dB 
20 dB using microphone using direct input 
recording 
Highest intennodulation -30 dB - 79 dB 
product 
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Figure 32 shows the FFT of the input signal recorded through the SUN microphone 
The audio signal driving the microphone was from the speakers when a I kHz signal was 
input to the preamplifier. There are a lot of undesired spectral lines probably originating 
from the equipment noise in the room (neon noise, computer cooling fan noise, and other 
ambient noise). We expect the signal would be considerably cleaner ifil could be injected 
electrically. Unfortunately the "line in" of the speakerbox is not supported by the SUN 
software, and injecting the signal from the signal generator directly into the microphone 
input can produce many undesired harmonics due to the large impedance mismatch which 
drives the input of the speakerbox to nonlinear operation 
The inpul sound Ihrough SUn microphone 
il1lUl: 1KHz 
Figure 32 FFT of the 1 kHz input signal through the SUN workstation 
microphone. 
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Figure 33 illustrates the magnitude of the FFT of the 1 kHz signal recorded through 
the DAT input as computed in MATLAB. Although there are some harmonics that 
accompany the signal, these harmonics originated in the signal generator. Figure 34 shows 
a photograph of the signal generator input as measured by the audio spectrum analyzer. 
The FFT of the signal in MATLAB follows the input signal very accurately. The values 
of the FFT were normalized to the peak power value. Both measurements used a 
rectangular window. 
FFT 01 1KHz InplllscundlhrDugh OAT 
-1200 SOO 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3SOO 4000 4500 
IreQusncy[H'I'1 
Figure 33 FFT of the I kHz signal recorded through the DAT input. 
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Figure 34 Photograph of the spectrum of the 1 kHz input signal to the 
DAT 
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Figure 35 illustrates the FFT of the signal comprised of two discrete frequencies that 
was recorded through the SUN microphone. The spectral line noise is again high_ The 
first intermodulation difference product is marked with a point and an arrow. There are 
also spectral lines in the 60 Hz vicinity that are very high (20 dB below the signal) which 
are generated by the equipment in the recording room. 
Th9 Input 60und thl'ough SUII nllCfophom. 
1nput.1KHzandl.SKHz 
1000 2000 3000 4000 
!roqooncy!lbl 
Figull.! 3S FFT of the two-frequency signal recorded through the SUN microphone 
input 
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Figure 36 illustrates the FFT of the signal that was recorded through the OAT input 
The signal is comprised of two frequencies, I kHz and 1.5 kHz. The signal was injected 
into the OAT analog input and then sent to the SUN workstation through the interface. 
The sample rate used is 48 kHz. The harmonics that appear in the FFT of the signal again 
originate in the signal generators. The signal intermodulation product that can be related 
to the OAT is the signal at the frequency 3.5 kHz. which is 78 dB blow the 0 dB 
reference level. Figure 37 shows the spectrum of the input signal as measured by the 
HP spectrum analyzer. The FFT of the signal in MATLAB and the spectrum analyzer 
both used a rectangular window. As mentioned earlier, direct connection of the signal 
FFT 01 1KHz and 1.5KHz Input signals ti1lough OAT 
.1000 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 saoo 
lrequlmcy[Hzl 
Figure 36 FFT of the two-frequency signal recorded through the OAT input. 
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generator output to the microphone input leads to production of multiple harmonics and 
is thus unsatisfactory 
Figu~ 37 Spectrum of the two-frequency input signal measured by the 
spectrum analyzer 
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Figure 38 illustrates the FFT of the two-frequency signal when it was injected 
directly into the microphone input. The original signal consists of 1 kHz and 1.5 kHz 
sinus waves. The many intermodulation products are due to the nonlinear operation when 
the signal generator is directly plugged into the SUN station microphone input. 
FFT or 1 KHz and 1.5KHz record9d th'Ough tile SUN microphone Input 
trequency[Hz] 
Figure 38 FFf of the two-frequency input signal recorded through the SUN 
microphone input. 
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C. SOFIW ARE PERFORMANCE TESTS 
The system operating software was tested for proper operation. The test procedure 
for the software is mainly operational. The system audio recording and reproduction 
perfonnances were tested for proper undistorted operation. 
Software counters were introduced in the main programs (during the development 
and debug stages) to indicate whether the application is fast enough in order nollo lose 
any data sent in realtime. The counters indicated the number of times that the main C 
program tries to reach a buffer of data until the buffer is ready to be transferred by the 
realtime process that runs on the TMS board. The counter values vaned with the change 
in the sample rate and the bit mode as expected. (The 32~bit mode is twice as fast as the 
l6·bit mode, and the data buffers are filled in half the time.) 
The programs were allowed to record for various time durations, and the audio 
result of the recording was monitored for proper reproduction. The general results are that 
the system operates without any loss of data for about 30 seconds for the highest sample 
rate (48 kHz and 32·bit mode). The length of proper operation of data transfer is related 
to the application load on the system. When the workstation was loaded by many 
processes the proper operation time was reduced; when there were only a few tasks and 
none of these are time demanding the proper operation time was extended. The Windows 
background program was found to place a medium load on the system even if some of 
the applications were in the icon fonnat. Better performance and longer uninterrupted 
recording time weree achieved when the program was run outside oflhe windows environment 
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The header synchromzation was tested for accurate synchronization of a segment. 
When the header was used the accuracy of the segment stan was found to be precise to 
within one sample. 
The last test was the extraction ofttle AESIEBU or SPDIF framing data from some 
audio samples recorded with the AESIEBU fonnat or wIth the SPDlF format and 
comparing this data to the standard tables of the format described in Chapter II. The 
results of the framing data extraction showed perfect match to the standards 
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V. CONCLUSION 
The system developed and investigated in the course of this thClsis considerably 
enhances the audio recording and reproduction capability of the SUN workstation u~ed 
in the DSP lab for sound processing The use of a smaller quantization step and extended 
sample word as wel l as the higher sample rate was proven to provide bettcr signal-to-
noi~e ratio and larger bandwidth for the analog audio signals. The audio reproduction 
performance was enhanced by more than 40 dB, and the recording performance was 
enhanced by more than 30 dB. Tn addi tion, using l6-bit linear quanlzalion improves the 
system linearity, which is of great importance to the audio evaluation of signal processing 
algorithms. The performance achieved assists in capturi ng audio input data much more 
precisely and cleanly for later processing as well as provides exceptionally clean output 
for monitoring and direct digital recording. The number of options for recording and 
reproducing audio data were increased, and the audio tool~ were integrated in to a 
complete hardware/software system 
The real time operating regime, which the TMS interface board uses, demands 
programming considerations that are much different from a non-realtime C program. Two 
methods of hand ling data transfer service requirements, namely, the interrupt method and 
tne polling method, were tested in the course of the software developmenc. The poiling 
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method proved to be more efficient for this application and provided higher undisturbed 
throughput to the non-realtime UNIX application running on the host workstation. 
The UNIX environment in which the new audio application tools perform is not the 
ideal operating system. Although the throughput of the workstation S-bus is sufficient to 
support the high data rate required for High Fidelity audio transfer associated with the 
OAT format, the non-realtime UNIX operating system does not support this application 
in an optimal way. The host program running under UNIX and providing the data transfer 
has no control over the scheduling of time slices and is subject to interruption and 
subsequent loss of data. The maximum uninterrupted audio data transfer time is thus 
limited and depends on the applications load on the system. For direct digital recording 
of data segments lasting more then a half minute, therefore, it is advisable to ask remote 
users to log off of the workstation and to operate from the command line (i.e., not under 
the windows environment) to minimize interruptions 
To avoid some of these disadvantages, two approaches could be considered: 
Using some other (real time) operating system or modifying the kernel of the UNIX 
system In such a manner that wiU give higher priority to the host program 
contr011ing the realtime application. 
Enlarging the DPRAM buffer space on the interface board to the order of IOak 
words to compensate for the time loss introduced during application switching by 
the operating system 
The system as tested perfonned very accurately for short duration audio signals, such as 
transient signals or short speech segments however. 
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APPENDIX A. OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS AND USER GUIDE 
Appendix A describes the operation of the system ami can be used as a guide for 
the beginning user. The user is advised to read the OAT PCM 2700A operation manual 
and the analog tape user manual for proper operation of these devices. 
A. CAPTIJRE and DIGITIZATION OF AUDIO DATA 
This section describes the hardware setting and the software operation in order to 
save an audio segment onto the system disk for later use 
1. Hanlware setting 
The system can record the following audio sources: 
Audio segments prerecorded on a DAT cassette in digital format. 
Audio segments prerecorded on analog cassette. 
Speech using a microphone connected to the analog tape deck, which is amplified 
and then sent to the OAT for digitizarion. 
In all of the operation modes the audio is sent digitally from the OAT to the workstation. 
Capturing from the DAT 
Capturing a digital audio segment prerecorded on a DAT cassette is the 
simplest mode of operation. The software procedure to save the data in digital form is 
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started (see subsection 2. below) and the DAT IS operated in playback mode at the 
appropnate time, 
b. Capturing liound from tlu! analog ctu/iette player 
To capture an analog audio segment from the analog tape the hardware 
setting is as follows' 
1) The DAT input selector IS set to analog input. Then the INPUT MONITOR 
switch on the front panel is set to INPUT. 
2) The analog cassette player is then operated in the playback mode. The audio levels 
should be adjusted not to reach the overload level of the analog tape and the DAT 
input. 
The tape is then played back to the software that saves the data in digital form. 
Speech capture using a microphone 
The following setting should be made to capture speech or sound 
through the microphone: 
I) A microphone is connected to the microphone input of the analog tape deck 
2) The analog tape deck is set to RECORD mode with the PAUSE button pressed. 
3) The input level is adjusted not to exceed the overload input limit 
4) Steps 1,2 of subsection b above are then reapeted. 
The sound is then recorded through the microphone to the software that saves the data in 
digital form. Note if the microphone output level is Iowa line amplifier is required to be 
connected in series between the microphone output and the tape deck input. 
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2. sortwan! OpemtiOD 
The software is operated after the proper hardware audio settings have been 
made (see above). The recording program called "run_save" should be accessible from 
every directory for any user in the DSP SUN network. (If this is not the case notify to 
the system administrator.) The software is invoked by entering the program name 
(run_save) at the command prompt. The software is controlled from menus. (When the 
program is invoked it automatically checks to see if the interface board is responding and 
if no other application is using the interface; if the board is not ready the program is 
tenninated with an error messege to the user). The first menu screen is: 
Select mode of operation: 
I - AESIEBU 16 bit 
2 - AESIEBU 32 bit 
3 - SPDIF 16 bit 
4 - SPDIF 32 bit 
The default is the AESIEBU 16-bit mode, which is most used. AESIEBU 32-bit mode 
is used only if the user wishes to store the framing information along with the audio data. 
Using modes 3 or 4 (SPDIF) requires other DAT settings on the fear panel (see DAT 
instructions manual). The second menu question is the length of the sound segment to 
be captured in seconds. A number is expected here (not necessarily an integer). The time 
is rounded to the nearest 10 or 20 millisecond segment depending on the bit mode. The 
user is not asked about the sample rate, this parameter is adjusted automatically by the 
hardware of the interface. For prerecorded digital data this parameter is the same as the 
data recorded; for data recorded from the analog tape deck or microphone the sampling 
rate is set manually on the DAT deck. The third menu question asks whether a header is 
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prerecorded with the audio segment. The header choice should be selected only if a 
header already exists. If the user chases the header option when a header was not 
prerecorded the recording is not executed and the program hangs. (Use "C to terminated 
the program.) On completion of recording the user !s informed of the length of the 
captured audio segment in words and asked if the captured data should be saved. If the 
answer is NO the program is tenninated. If the answer is YES (the default) the user is 
asked for a file name. The user should enter the name of the file without extension. The 
extension H.dau" is added automatically. The data is stored in the user's current directory 
and the user is prompted about the form in which the data is to be stored in the file. 
B. PLAYBACK OF AN AUDIO mE AND RECORDlNG ON TAPE 
The playback procedure is similar to the sound capturing procedure but the steps 
are reversed in order. The playback modes are: 
Playback of an audio file for listening or monitoring 
Playback of an audio file and recording it on the DAT. 
Playback of the audio file and recording it on the analog tape. 
Direct digital dubbing mode. This mode requires a second DAT and is for hardware 
check 
I. Hanvare setting 
The hardware setup in the playback mode depends on the mode of operation. 
The digital audio data transfer is from the SUN workstation to the DAT via the digital 
inputs of the DAT. The PCM 2700A professional DAT deck has two digital audio inputs. 
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The input selection function is split between the rear panel switch (which determines 
whether an AESIEBU or an SPDIF format DAT will be the input) and a switch on the 
left side of the front panel (which determines whether an analog signal or a digital signal 
is the input,. and the sample rate in the case of analog input signals)_ The selector 
positions should be set on AESIEBU for the rear switch and DIGITAL INPUT for the 
front switch, 
Playback for monitoring setup 
The setup for this mode is done by the following steps: 
1) Set the INPUT selector on the rear panel to AESIEBU 
2) Set the INPUT MONITOR switch to INPUT. 
3) Set The INPUT selector on the front panel to DIGITAL. 
4) Adjust inputs 1 and 2 of the preamplifier/mixer and the master volume control to 
the desired sound level. 
5) Start up the software to play the desired sound (see subsection B.2. ). 
h. Playback and recording an audio segment on DAT 
To playback and record an audio segment on OAT, first follow steps I 
to 3 in subsection a Then proceed as follows: 
1) Press the RECORD button on the front panel. This will set the OAT to the 
PAUSE mode 
2) Start up the software ( see subsection B.2. below) and proceed through the menu. 
3) When prompted to start the OAT press the PLAY button. 
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4) At the end of recording press the STOP button. 
Recording on anolog tape 
To record on analog tape first follow steps I to 3 of subsecllon a Then 
proceed as follows 
I) Set the input of the analog tape deck to rear balanced input 
2) Press the RECORD and PAUSE buttons simultaneously_ The tape deck should 
enter the record mode but the tape should not be movmg 
3) Start up the software (see section B.2. ) and proceed through the menu 
4) Press the play button when prompted by the software 
5) At the end of the recording press the STOP button 
Notes· 
The header option is not usable when recording a signal on the analog tape 
The input recording level should be set in advance by operating the software when 
the deck is in the record pause mode before recording in order nOl to exceed the 
overload level. The user is advised to make some trials to set the optimum level 
d. DAT dubbing mode 
The last operating mode is DAT dubbing for hardware check. In this 
mode two DAT recorders are required. one as a source for digital audio data and the other 
as a receiver. Nonnally for this mode the source DAT is operated with SPDIF output 
(most commercial DAT recorders are adequate for this purpose) and the SPDIF input 
cable from the interface are connected to the digital output of this OAT. The receiver 
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DAT is the PCM 2700A which is normally operated in AESIEBU mode. It is possible 
that another professional deck could be used as the source that provides AESJEBU 
(balanced output). In this case the AESIEBU input cable from the interface would be 
disconnected from the PCM 2700A and run to the source DAT and the SPDIF or 
AESIEBU output cable would be left on the PCM 2700A which would then be operated 
either in SPDIF or in AESIEBU input modes. The source DAT is set to play and the 
receiver DAT is set to record. Digital data is then transmitted through the interface 
2. Software oper:Won 
The software for playback and record procedure is called "ruo-IJlay" (see 
details in Chapter ill section C). This program like the "run_save" program should be 
available from any user directOlY and is also menu driven. In the first menu screen the 
user is asked for the desired mode of operation. 
This is the Main Menu. Please enter the desired option number: 
1 - 16 Bit Mode file sent to the OAT. 
-------- This will set the sample rate to 48 kHz ---"--
2 - 32 Bit Mode file send to the OAT. 
------chose this option if the data sample rate is other then 48 kHz ---
J - DUBBING from one DAT to another (for hardware check) 
_Moo_this sets the 32-bit mode automatically -----
The subsequent events are based on the option selected. 
0060n 1 - 16-bit mode 
After chasing this option the user is asked for the file name. The flie name should be 
entered without the extension which defaults to ".dau". The user is then asked whether 
to add the special header pattern to the recorded segment (yes/no answer is expected). The 
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user is then prompted to answer that the DAT is ready. Hitting the ENTER key causes 
the playback to begin 
Option 2 - 31-bit mode 
When this option is chosen the user is asked for the file name and then asked to select 
a sample rate (multiple choice). Then the user is asked whether to include a header (see 
the 16-bit mode above) and fina!1y if the data file contains frammg information to be sent 
to the DAT. If the file does not contain framing information default framing is created 
by the program. This option enables the user to play back data recorded in the 16-bit 
mode at sample rates other than the 48 kHz standard. The user is then prompted to answer 
that the DAT is ready, Hitting the ENTER key causes the playback to begin 
Option 3 - DUBBING from one OAT to another 
This is the hardware check option and is not normally selected. When it is chosen the 
user is then asked about the source DAT, whether the source DAT is connected to the 
AESJEBU port or the SPDIF port, and should respond accordingly. (See section 1.d. 
above.) 
C. DUBBING FROM ONE TAPE TO TIlE OTIIERAND RECORDING EXTERNAL 
ANALOG SOURCES 
Since the output of each tape in the system is connected to the input of the other 
tape deck ( see Figure 11), dubbing from one tape deck to the other is done by playback 
of the source tape and operating the other tape in the record mode. When dubbing to the 
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DAT, analog balanced input should be selected on the DAT. When the audio signal 
source is from an external device the input channels of the destination tape should be 
disconnected from the matrix and connected to the external audio signal source. (Refer 
to the tape deck operatJ.on manuals for regular recording procedures.) 
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APPENDIX B. TIlE DAUGHTER MODULE REGISTERS 
This appendix summaries the configuration of the control registers of the daughter 
module and the information that can be obtained from the status registers. The control and 
status registers are mapped in the AMELIA address space and the programming of the 
registers is crucial for proper execution of the TMS programs. The addresses referred to 
later are relative addresses in the interface board address space. The data that is referred 
to in the various registers is in the upper 16 bits. 
A. THE CONTROL AND CONFIGURATION REGISTERS 
The Control and Configuration registers are the registers that the program writes to. 
For proper operation of th.e daughter module the sequence of programming is; 
programming the User Control Register then programming the AMELIA Control Register, 
and finally programming the Configuration Register 
1. User control register 
The User Control Register address is 804008 Hexadecimal (H) and the content 
that should be written to the register is AOOO H 
2. Configumdon register 
The Configuration Register address is 80400F H and the content that should 
be written to the register is 8FF8 H. This register should be programmed after the 
AMELIA Control Register. 
S5 
3. AMEUA control registu 
This register sets all the operating modes for the data transfer. The register 
address is 80400A H; Table VIn summaries the configuration of the register 
Table vm AMELL4. CONTROL REGISTER CONFIGURATION 







Receiver word ciock 
External word clock 
Mode of Openotioll 
32 Bit Mode 
16 Bit Mode 
Re~eiverlnput 
SPDIF 
AMELIA Status Register to IN! read 
Statll!lRegister I 
Status Register II 
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Bits CMO and CMl determine the sample rate sent out to the OAT. In the dubbing and 
receive modes the rate is detemuned by the PLL. Bit CM2 sets the PLL input to lock on 
the OAT data or other external word clock. In the "sp2ae_save" program it is set to be 
locked on the received data Bits CM4 and CM6 determine the mode of operation; the 
user indirectly sets these bits according the desired 16- or 32-bit mode selection. Bit CM5 
is the input source to the interface corresponding to whether one uses a SPDIF or an 
AESIEBU OAT. Bit CM7 indicates what information is presented when reading the Status 
Register address. (It is detailed in the Status Register section below.) 
4. Jnterruptregister 
This register address is 80400B H for writing and reading. The configuration 
of this register is summarized in Table IX. 





Input Data Rel:i.t.:n fWl 
Channels 0 and I are ready to be read 
RDF bit IS used when the interface i. in receive mode. 
TOE Output Data Regist.:n elDpty. 
bit 0 
RDF 
Channel 0 and 1 are ready to be written again 
TDE bit is used when the interface is in transmit made 
1be PLL loses lock on input signal. 
This bit is used for monitoring the PLL. 
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The Interrupt register is used both. for writing and reading. Writing 'J' to a particular bit 
enables an interrupt to be issued from this source; hence it is used as Mask register 
Reading the Interrupt Register gives the status of the register and clear its content The 
Interrupt Register can be used when programming in the interrupt methodology or the 
polling methodology 
B. STArnS REGISTERS 
The Status Register address is 80400A H (same as for the AMELIA Control 
Register). There are two registers: Status Register I (SI.J and Status Register II (SIl.J 
Access to the content of the registers I or II is determined by CM7 of the AMELIA 
Control Register (Section A.3). 
1. Status register I 
Status register I can be read when bit CM7 of the AMELIA Control Register 
is set to '0'. The content of the register is specified in Table X. SID and SII are important 
when working in the 32 bit mode to determine what part of the whole 32 bit word is 
being transferred. The word is manipulated according to this information. 
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SlO & SII are used onh m the 32-blt mode 
nata Reglsten 010 &lid ChI teeeive mode 
Firllt 16 bit~ of serial data have been r.cej,-~d mdula 
Second 16 bits of serial data have been 
in the registers. 
Data Registen ChO and eM tnuasmit mode 
First 16 bits should be loaded in the Ch() anr! ChI output [C~lS',rs 
Second 16 bit~ ~hollid be loaded in the ChO anJ 
Chi output registers. 
Digital Audio InputJ>to, .... nt 
Valid signal is not present at the reeelyer 
Valid signal is present at the receiver 
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1. Status register II 
Status register II can be read when bit CM7 of the A:rvtELIA Control Register 
is set to 'I'. The content of the register is specified in Table XI. Bits SIlO and SIll refer 
to the 32 bit mode and to the C flag. These bits are CRC check of the entire C flag block. 
SIl2 and SIB contain the information about the sample rate of the received signal. 





SIIO & SIll an: used only in the 32-mt mode 
bit 1 
SIll 
SUO CReCfor o.llllllel Stafq, Bloek 0 
bit 0 
SIlO 
Invalid CRCC for last blook of Channel 0 data to receiver 
Valid CRCC for last block of Channel 0 data to Te~eiveT 
SUI CRCe f9r C1umne1 Status Bloek 1 
Invalid CRCC fOT ill81 block of Cbannel I data to receiver 
Valid CRCC for last block of Channel I data 10 receiver 
Input Signal Sampling Rate 
No signal detected by tbe receiver. 
o I 32 kHz 
I 0 44.1 kHz 
48kHz 
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C. DATA REGISTERS 
The data registers are located in addresses 804002 H and 804006 H for channels 0 
and 1 respectively. The data registers contain the actual digital audio sample word. These 
regIsters are read in the receive mode when the data is sent from the OAT to the 
interface. In the transmit mode when the data is sent from the interface to the DAT the 
data registers are written to. The data registers are 16 bits long. In the l6-bit mode the 
registers contain only the 16 most significant bits of the digital audio sample. Table XU 
describes the register content in the 16-bit mode. 
Table XU 16 BIT MODE DATA REGISTER 
CONTENT 
bit 15 bit 0 
D23 is the most significant bit of the audio 
sample 
DB II 
In the 32-bit mode the content of the registers depends on whether it is the first 16 bits 
of the audio sample or the second 16 bits of the audio sample and whether the mode is 
transmit or receive. The content of the registers is illustrated in Figure 39 and Figure 40; 
the content of the flags is summarized in Table XTII. 
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ChO and Ch11nput Dala Registers 
FIfoIISbll .... d InI"ChO/lln~"'R01Ilsl ... 
[$10 "'AM£lIA SlmuaR01I"'''' 0 01 
(II} S ... "nodISbllu .. clJntoCM/llnputRO<JIstar 
(SIOoIAMI:'UAS'"tuIReaOSl"o'l 
OO·023'_SlmpleWOfd 
",sa • Most SOj""Icarw.II~ 0/ OudlO Slm~. wo,d 
lSIl.lw ... SIgnoIk:a"'lIlo/a"""' ...... ~._ 
oal 
Figure 39 Channel 0 and Channel I Input Data Registers. [Ref. 12l 
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CM and Ch1 Output Data RaglstarS 
FIr .. lal>ll .... iII ... toChO/tIflpulA-at.ter 
(SltOl_UAS"'I .. ~IW,"O) 
11m 
(M) S..,and 16 bil. -;", .. 10 CMII Input RlI<Jlst ... 
{SIlalAMEUASlMueAeglsl ... tl 
061 
~. 




Figure 40 Channel 0 and I Output Data Registers. [Ref. 12] 
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Table xm CHANNEL REGISTER FLAGS 
Channel Flag 
V Validity 
C Channel stalUS 
P parity 
E Error 
S Signal present 
A Channel A data 
Z Blockstart 
Channel 0,1 Input 
Registers 
° Valid digital audio sample 
Channel 0,1 output 
Registers 
1 Invalid digHal audio sample 
Used to carry information delermined by the user 
The configuration of this flag as dictated by the 
AESIEBU or SPDfF standards, 
I Even parity 
o Odd parity 
I Error detected Notuscd 
ONoerror 
I Signal present 
o Signal not present 
I Channel A data received Not used 
o Channel B data received 
I Sample is the first in the Block 
o Sample is not the first in the Block 
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APPENDIX C. SOFTWARE LISTINGS 
This appendix includes the complete operating software all of which is written in 
C. The main programs are "run_save.en for recording and Hrun---'p1ay.c" for playback. The 
TMS board programs are "sp2ae_save.c" and "sp2ae...,Piay.c" 
A. MAIN PROGRAM ''nm_save.c'' 
*include ·sdsp.lOHb.h" I~ tile interface library !leader file ~I 
~define MOD~ 16 
IIdeHns MODE:::32 
FILE "fp' 
typed .. f 5tru~t 
bloCK 'new bloG~(J 




/. Flrst checK i~ the OS~ board is responding ./ 




8. MAIN PROGRAM ''ron_play.c'' 
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C. SUBPROGRAM ''splae_save.c'' 
/' Sbus "lebal ,ddL"essgs definitioM +1 
!~._ •• ~_.h".*H.**H ••••••• H'*"H·1 
/. global control variables ~I 
lIdefine BUFfA 0 
IIde!'ine BUfFS -1 
i'd .. fine MAX O"UUtfff 
jd"fine ZERO 0,,00000000 
/* origlnally 9 ./ 
I· AMELIA hardware addresses for signal flow control +/ 




;\'define UC'l'R_DATA OxaOOOOGOO /* User Control register DATA to wdte ./ 





Ox00500000 /* AMELIA Control DATA for SPDlf input: 16 bit *1 
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/ . (J~cb. ~ ',·.ri.hjG~ ,nd ooi hCU~ ., / ...... ........... ......... ....... , 
,nt " .~_co~n',c~u n : . t ,d~l .y, l ; 
iot currcnt_" u!hr - 3(JHA.; 
[Ol 
/~ "at up statu~ flag,,- for host program TI 
I~ read -Che deslred ",odes of operation ~et up by the host user t/ 
mode ~ ~~peration_mode.J>tr; I~ this is the right line ~I 
I· w.ode ~ sPDIr_32; '/ /~ the mode 13 set manually for test -/ 
/~ main switch mode between 16 and 32 bit mode ~/ 
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,. h ilg !r..u, U _ • .'iO~ R.£ADtl 
< 
" h' lj !(: :;:""~~ ' ~ r.;'~~!~r~~~~_~~r & rNTH_ DATA I ' - Il."lH DA,AI; 
I ( · ,,~_"'_<>t " · -R~~Y_;"I H {' d l 3_ptro.RFADY_ BII (hu ae,-- IU:ADY; I 
'.-n i j~I': ln t ru~ - ·'rr.eli . im:rr, ptr , l~ rATA) ! - [~~ DATA); 




~ tempI I~ copy ch.""e_ f-.. '.8 ~~t ,; 
= temp«16,/~ copy chan~~. ~ t, 
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/- conscantly chack to see i.f current ouffer i~ full -/ 
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D. SUBPROGRAM "sp2oo_play.c" 
Idctic._ BUFFA 
idoting BUF,B 




.defi~ .. CH O ADI:RES5 
.d~!i.nc CHl 'AOI:RE5S 




.den ne CNfG::ADr;RLS5 




.de Lin e 
GxHll HH 




/ ' orlqin.ll y ~ ,/ 
it5tile 
i~ ~ t ~ e 
OxOO~OOO ·)O /' IlYE:Ur, Control DAT}\ for SP~I1' input 15 bi~ oj 
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cung 
AfS n') : 6 
S ~[)rr ~' I 
AES_ EJIUJ2 
'cce : ~::;:: ,:;:: c ;.c:. ":; ; c 
; en; 
t ho !l~" ot b i ceK ~taot '/ 
th ~ fl Ag ! or C b it " 
l ;~; :;;~:~;;;=;:::=:; ~ ~i;)ml~~:~~!ji~g:::,,, 
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/* start of the main p"OQram */ 
/T set: up status nags for host pr-ogram */ 
IT react the oesir-ed modes of operation set up by the ~ost 
bit_mode ~ *bit_mode_pt<, I' for debu\j TI I· l6 or 32 bit mod" "/ 
/' read the desired ".te of opention set up by the host user */ 
·pll_sts_ptr _ xmt_mod .. , 
header ~ +~Bad"r_pt~; 
l+thed"faultisnDtusingaheadar'l 
/* only 48khz is aUowed in this mDde of operation T/ 
~:.~~~~~~l:!Y.~:~;!.!~~+!Y~~~;~~~~!:;~~~:; 
delay - 125*AES BLOCK SIZE ; 
~~~::i:;~ .. ~:~~eIia_intm_Ptr; /. DUINIlY read to clear int ./ 
'ch_BJ>1:C • 0; 
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1~"~'***H""'h"*"h'H H.a .32 bit moae ******HH~**I 
,oo" MODE 32 : 
whtlell.i-O) /' loop foreve< transte<ring data -I 
",hilel (int read. 'amelia intm ptr " INTJ1 Nl.TA) '~INTM DATAl ~ 





~~~:i:;~.-~*~~elia_in~"'_l'tn /* Durnrny read to clear int ~/ 
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sta rt rer_C : d _ >lOT RLIUlY, 
·~~.ct_r"cord_pu ; ~OT_RLIUlt, 
;;hi h (nut [ .cor" '-II1:A.DY) 
( f' \oldi t inq- f o r tn. opentur to "Uot the p"'guo. 'j 
~~;~tJ.C<l 'd _ · . ur~_ucord_PU' 
~ofll-O' l ~2 *rl ~ 1 . y, ' ~ ' ) 
;;hil ~ l(int r Ud - ·"m .. E~ in~m pt=, It:'I'M XMT] , _ IN'IM :04'1' ) , 
if( (i~t ro:id - · a "'~li . a t;;- ptr-, BLOCK l'.ASK SEND) ~ - BtocK !'.AS!: SEND) ( - -- -. - -
'Ch_Ayt. k QI 
el~:~_3_vr - 0, 
'~h A_pt~ _ ~ync_,uay( <) I 
~ cn_B.PLe - ! ~'{I\c_a uaY ( ~·.I)«161 
if (~---"r.S_IlLOC.'(.SIZEI k_O, 
I ••••••••• :;~~::::;::;:;;~~ G~~~t~~- ~.~:~~I~! C!:~iUd ••••• ••• •••••••• / 
( i : o;"i. ; ~ t:he loop to put h u der on th ~ oQginning of the 0.>.7 ./ 
~'hi h jl<AEo BLOC!: SIZE) , - -
" hi h ((in:: r ~ad _ ·alT.olh tnt '" pte. INTI-! XMT) 1- !!i1'l'lXMT]1 
ifll~n.".e~ a <l - ·i~," Li. a.~~~yt e " BLCCK.tiASK. SENIl) 1- ~LOCK-,lk;K_SEtj[)) 
* ch A pH - REAllY A, 
'c~-B-pte - READY-B, 
else) • - -
* ~h.A_l}U - sync _array (l]; ) /. ~ :: ~ B::t:L~~~::~~:~:~~ 1:; II «16, 
1- 0, -
", h{~e (l<AE:S_BWCK_SIZEl 
II ' 
~ ... it~lllcu r r&n ~ b'.J Uul 
~ a ;: ~~~~~ bet" un bu tt c r ~ ~/ 
curnnt_u~d_pU _ I l ong ' IDP_?l'IM_ BUFITR_B_ BA5o _ADCRESS , 
s'lIIP count _ O, 
' c urre n: _ statu ' y"t r ~ REI\DY , 
:~~~~~~~S~~;~~{~~r -~ b~gB~~':"_Ptr ' 
~~::~~:~~~~ r er ;; 3u~rn , -
~~~~~~~u~~a~_~~ r - il c n9 ') DP _AAM _ BU;lLR_A_ BA.SEJ,CDRESS; 
:~~~~~~~<i~~:~~j~~r _ -b~Y ~tatus_pn: 
'CUrre ,, '- statu , per ~ NOT READY , 
~~!~~~t_hlJ rter ;; BUHA, 
j /- " naof."itch T / 
J / ' e ndso.,pcountl!·' 
'or ~ .. G'~"" end · .. hIle l!_U ........... . . / 
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